


The ball is round.

The game is beauTiful.

The feeling is muTual. 

 

 soccer 
 is 
 The 
 world’s 
 game.







3.2 billion
waTched The 2010 fifa world cup.

265 million 
people play around The world.

24 million
play in The uniTed sTaTes, 

second only To baseball.





 because all you need is a ball.

 why? 









is The greaT equalizer. 

no maTTer who you are or where you live; 

rich or poor, shorT or Tall, boy or girl, 

african or american. 

The ball 







you wanT iT aT your feeT.

you wanT iT on your head.

you wanT iT square.

you wanT iT long.

you wanT iT on The flank.

you wanT iT up Top.

you wanT iT behind The lasT man.

you wanT iT on The penalTy spoT.

you wanT iT in The second half.

you wanT iT in exTra Time.

you wanT iT, 

because The ball is everyThing.

 you wanT     
The ball











buT whaT if you didn’T have a ball?









This is a hard Thing To imagine:  

noT having a ball.

in america, we have bags full of  

balls, cars full of balls and garages  

full of balls.

They’re sTuck on The roof, in a Tree, 

in an aTTic, in a diTch.

we have so many balls we don’T know  

whaT To do wiTh Them.

buT eThan king does.

 for many
 americans,





  eThan
 king

Is a 14-year old kId wIth a vIsIon:

To bring soccer balls To Those who  

need Them. anywhere in The world. 

in 2009, eThan visiTed mozambique. while  

his dad worked, he played soccer wiTh  

local kids from The village. afTerwards,  

he gave Them his ball. and The spiriT of 

chariTy ball was born.





 chariTy 
 ball

since forming in 2010, eThan and chariTy 

ball have given away close To 3,000 new, 

qualiTy soccer balls To kids in haiTi, 

guaTemala, india, zambia, souTh africa, 

cameroon and oTher naTions of africa. 

like on The piTch, eThan knows ThaT There’s 

no beTTer feeling Than passing The ball. 

many children in developing naTions will 

never geT The opporTuniTy To play wiTh a 

real soccer ball.

buT ThaT doesn’T have To be The case. 











 when 
 you have 
 The ball,

you have The power;

To change The game.

To change The momenT.

To empower.

To become a hero.

To Take The game To anoTher level.



all you have To do,  is pass The ball. 





























pass The ball To someone on The oTher 

side of The world. so They can play, jusT 

like you wanT To play. iT’s a simple Thing, 

To pass a ball. buT one simple Thing can 

creaTe so much more. 

 sTarT 
 someThing



 donaTe 
 $25.
 
give 
 a ball. 

a brand new, qualiTy soccer ball will be 

hand delivered To a child in need.



when There are so many oTher ways To 

help children? 

     •  soccer helps impoverished kids  

cope wiTh hiv/aids

     •  soccer promoTes good healTh, 

friendship and fair play

     • soccer can reduce crime

     •  soccer can help children develop 

a sTrong idenTiTy and sense of 

self-worth

many children in developing naTions will 

never geT The opporTuniTy To play wiTh a 

real soccer ball.

 why give 
 a ball





visiT: chariTyball.org

buT ThaT 
doesn’T 
have To 
be The 
case.







more Than a decade ago sappi fine paper 

norTh america— The maker of mccoy, 

opus, somerseT and flo — esTablished 

The ideas ThaT maTTer granT program To 

recognize and supporT designers who 

use Their skills and experTise To solve 

communicaTions problems for a wide 

range of chariTable acTiviTies. even 

Today, ideas ThaT maTTer remains The 

only granT program of iTs kind in The 

indusTry. since 1999, ideas ThaT maTTer 

has funded over 500 nonprofiT projecTs, 

conTribuTing more Than $12 million 

worldwide To causes ThaT enhance our 

lives, our communiTies and our planeT. 

including, This one: chariTy ball.

sappi believes ThaT The creaTive ideas of 

designers can have an impacT beyond 

The aesTheTic and ThaT Those ideas can 

be a powerful force for social good. 

working TogeTher wiTh our cusTomers, 

we aim To make a difference. 

 projecTs 
ThaT make a 
 difference.

 on  
 paper ThaT 
 makes The 
 difference. 



wiTh iTs parenT headquarTered in 

johannesburg, souTh africa, sappi fine 

paper norTh america is especially proud 

To be parT of The chariTy ball projecT, 

helping To bring soccer balls and hope 

To africa.

The book you’re holding was prinTed 

on somerseT, a beacon of susTainabiliTy 

in The paper indusTry and one of The 

mosT admired paper and pulp mills in The 

world. a paper ThaT’s meanT To lasT, for 

causes ThaT will have lasTing impacT.



Simple ways 
Somerset 
saves you 

money.



12%
potential productivity and 

yield savings versus the 

competition

Engineered for
the long run.

Somerset sets the standard in profit performance for 
papers focused on high-volume use.

A unique combination of raw materials, along with 
an on-line manufacturing process, gives rise to an 
outstanding product with enhanced heft and stiffness. 
Somerset has fewer problems on press, resulting 
in increased operational profit, a greater average 
productivity savings and a potential of over 12% in 
yield savings compared to other competitive papers.



The Somerset 
Advantage

Somerset helps you grow your business by generating 
significant cost savings across a range of four simple 
and distinct attributes.

Its performance is accurately measured through Sappi 
metrics and customer data. 

1. Fewer Complaints

2. Fewer Web Breaks

3.  Basic Weight 
Consistency

4. Paper Savings



TonS
PER YEAR

PoTEnTIAl
SAvIngS

250 

450

500 

900

1,000 

1,800

2,500

4,500 

5,000

9,000  $

67%
fewer complaints 

potentially saving 

you $1.80 per ton

1:  Fewer  
Complaints

Somerset has the fewest customer complaints in the 
market. Believe it or not, this can save you money. 
Some of the “softer” costs include employee time 
spent on filing and tracking complaints and lost time 
getting back to color, register and speed when a 
product doesn’t perform.

Although customers may not always file complaints 
and instead compensate for paper defects on the 
pressroom floor, Somerset’s superior consistency and 
runnability allows you to avoid all these hidden costs.

Printers tell us that they lodge two-thirds fewer 
complaints on Somerset than on competitive papers.

With fewer complaints, you could potentially save 
$1.80 per ton.



TonS
PER YEAR

PoTEnTIAl
SAvIngS

250 

750

500 

1,500

1,000 

3,000

2,500

7,500 

5,000

15,000  $

50%
reduction of web breaks 

on press, potentially 

saving you $3.00 per ton

2:  Fewer Web  
Breaks

Somerset’s product design ensures optimal web 
strength,which reduces the number of web breaks 
on press by an average of 50%.

Superior web strength can save you money.

The average web break on press costs $700.

on average, printers experience 1.2 web breaks for 
every hundred rolls.

With fewer web breaks, you could potentially save 
$3 per ton.



TonS
PER YEAR

PoTEnTIAl
SAvIngS

250 

1,519

500 

3,038

1,000 

6,076

2,500

15,190 

5,000

30,380  $

3:  Basis Weight 
Consistency

Somerset’s on-line papermaking process delivers 
extremely low basis weight variance to its targeted 
specification and a more consistent yield than the 
competition. A higher basis weight variance requires 
more paper to be purchased. Furthermore, since 
there are fewer linear square feet per ton for heavier 
weight paper, a low basis weight variance can 
increase efficiency.

Basis weight consistency can equate to savings 
on paper.

on average, printers need to buy 0.62% less Somerset 
in comparison to other papers because of its superb 
basis weight consistency.

This means that you could potentially save $6.08 per ton.

.62%
less Somerset needed, 

potentially saving you 

$6.08 per ton



tons
PER YEAR

PotEntiAl
sAvings

250 

7,273

500 

14,450

1,000 

29,091

2,500

72,727 

5,000

145,455  $

8%
yield savings versus 

the competitor, 

potentially saving 

you $29.09 per tonSomerset’s manufacturing process and ingredients 
result in a paper with increased heft and stiffness—
allowing you to save in paper and money.

With Somerset, you can buy less paper without 
sacrificing quality or heft. By substituting a competitor’s 
higher weight paper with a lighter weight Somerset, 
your yield savings could increase to over 12.%*

To illustrate one example, when a customer specifies 
Somerset, they can buy a smaller quantity of 
55lb/81gsm rather than a competitor’s 60lb/89gsm.
The end printed piece retains the same hefty feel of 
the higher weight. And even though the price of the 
competition could be lower in the example above, the 
reduction in tons of Somerset used more than offsets 
the higher price. Furthermore, a lighter piece can 
mean additional savings in postage.

In this example, you achieve 8% in yield savings which 
can potentially save you $29.09 per ton.

* Depends on the basis weight being substituted. A yield savings of over 12% can be achieved 

if you are using a heavier basis weight competitive paper than the example stated above. 

4: Paper Savings



The overall Savings

Somerset is made with quality ingredients processed 
with proprietary techniques on state-of-the-art 
papermaking machines. The result? A product that 
saves you money due to fewer web breaks, excellent 
basis weight consistency, fewer complaints and more 
paper savings.

The numbers speak for themselves. The chart at the 
right shows how the savings add up.

Want to know exactly how much you can save? Please 
consult with your merchant or Sappi representative  
for more details on calculating your own savings 
using Somerset.

$39.97
PER Ton

250 

450

750

1,519

7,273

9,992

500 

900

1,500

3,038

14,450

19,983

1,000 

1,800

3,000

6,076

29,091

39,967

2,500

4,500

7,500

15,190

72,727

99,917

5,000

9,000 

15,000 

30,380 

145,455 

199,835

TonS
PER YEAR

FEWER 
ComPlAInTS

FEWER
WEB BREAkS

BASIS WEIghT 
ConSISTEnCY

PAPER
SAvIngS

CoST SAvIngS
PER YEAR

$

$

$

$

$



Why Somerset?

g
loss

Satin

m
atte

no varnish

Dull varnish

Dull varnish

1. Web Strength
Propietary finish designed to ensure fewer web breaks, less basis 
weight variation and minimal complaints per thousand tons.

2. heft and Stiffness
Delivering a higher quality feel than any competive grade at the 
same basis weight—feel of an extra ten pounds without the cost.

3. Surface and Ink gloss
Best-in-the-business surface smoothness offering high ink gloss 
for more dynamic and vibrant images.

4. Clean Run
Proprietary coating and calendering minimizes picking and piling 
resulting in fewer wash-ups.

5. Broad choices of Weights an Finishes.
options are numerous with weights ranging for 43lb Text to 80lb 
Cover and a variety of finishes including gloss, matte and Satin.

6. Flexibility
Three machines—all capable of producing a high volume of multiple 
weights and finishes—under one roof. no one else can match this 
back-up assurance.

7. Environmentally Responsible
Somerset always features SFI® Chain of Custody certification 
ensuring that the fiber used to manufacture Somerset is sourced 
from responsibly managed forests and is lacey Act compliant. 
Available with 10% post consumer recycled fiber and either PEFC or 
FSC® Chain of Custody certification upon request. Sappi Fine Paper 
north America is a certified SmartWaySm Transport partner and 
derives over 80% of its total energy from renewable sources.



Sappi Fine Paper north America

255 State Street

Boston, mA 02109

800.882.4332

www.sappi.com/na

Data for Somerset paper and competitive papers are based on pressroom performance over 
time at large volume web printers. All data is averaged over multiple press runs. Competitive 
data is also averaged over several competitors. The examples described illustrate potential 
savings; deviations from the performance experienced by the surveyed printers may occur.

Production notes:

CovER
Somerset Gloss Cover 80lb/7pt/216 gsm 

intERioR tEXt PAgEs
Somerset Gloss Text 90lb/133 gsm

WAtERFAll PAgEs
Somerset Gloss Text 80lb/118 gsm 
Somerset Satin Text 80 lb/118 gsm 
Somerset Matte Text 80lb/118 gsm

The names, symbols, logos, and all other intellectual property of the companies, brands, and 
people appearing herein are the exclusive property of their respective owners and should 
not be interpreted as an endorsement of or by Sappi; any legal and equitable rights in their 
intellectual property are exclusively reserved to those owners.
 
SAPPI and IDEAS THAT MATTER are trademarks of Sappi Limited. SOMERSET is a registered 
trademark of Sappi Fine Paper North America.
 
© 2013 Sappi Fine Paper North America. All Rights Reserved.

AT LEAST “X” PERCENT OF THE FIBER USED IN THIS PRODUCT LINE COMES FROM 
INDEPENDENTLY CERTIFIED FOREST

WWW.SFIPROGRAM.ORG

Did you know?

Somerset is available in a wide range of roll sizes: 
from widths of 17.5” to 70” and diameters from 
40” to 49”; in text weights ranging from 45lb/67gsm 
to 105lb/7pt/155gsm and up to 80lb/216gsm cover; 
and in gloss, satin and matte finishes. It is ideal for 
any application that requires a long run including 
promotions, magazines and catalogs.

Somerset has been the leading web paper in the 
market for more than 30 years.

Somerset is manufactured in the U.S. on three state-of- 
the-art papermaking machines that are all capable of 
producing multiple weights.

Sappi has invested over $100 million in the last five 
years on these three machines to ensure consistent 
availability and exceptional production flexibility.
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